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1. Policy & Management

On �� June 2008, some 60 experts, managers and sector rep-
resentatives discussed the future of blue mussel fisheries in a 
trilateral workshop “Blue Mussel Fishery Management in the 
Wadden Sea”, held in the Wattenmeerhaus in Wilhelmshaven. 
The workshop was organised in  preparation of the further 
development of the Wadden Sea Plan, as well as topical de-
velopments in the Wadden Sea states. The workshop focused 
on problems of spatfall, alternatives to traditional mussel seed 
fishing, such as catch installations, and the legal framework 
for sustainable fisheries. 

There was general agreement that mussel fisheries in the 
Wadden Sea face an uncertain future. First, because spatfall 

of seed mussels has been poor in the past �5 years and it is expected that with increasing water temperature due to 
climate change, this situation will even become worse. In addition the invasive pacific oyster is becoming a threat to 
wild mussel beds. Second because the Habitats Directive requires from the fisheries sector proof that their activity 
does not significantly harm the ecosystem, for example by taking away too much food for mussel eating birds (eider 
duck, oyster catcher).

For the problem of insufficient seed mussels, the fisheries sector has carried out pilot projects with alternative meth-
ods to collect seed, in particular through nets, floating in the water. With these so called seed-collectors a total amount 
of 3,000 tons has been harvested in the Netherlands and Lower Saxony last year, which is still fully insufficient. The 
total amount needed is some �00,000 tons per year. What is needed for the coming years are clear political decisions 
about the possibilities to further expand this method.

In order to meet the conditions set by the Habitats Directive, i.e. that mussel fisheries may not  significantly harm the 
ecosystem, the fisheries sector demands more clarity from politics about the protection aims:which natural features 
must be protected and the extent to which this must happen. An interesting example from the Wash (eastern coast 
of England) was presented. In this area, which is comparable with the Wadden Sea, a new management scheme for 
cockle and mussel fisheries has been developed by the responsible authorities, in close cooperation with the sec-
tor. Clear and quantified objectives have been agreed upon, for example about the amount of mussels that must be 
present in the ecosystem, as well as the amount to be reserved for birds.

Workshop: Management of Blue Mussel Fishery in the Wadden Sea
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There was general agreement that in order to develop more specific protection aims, it is necessary to collect more 
data on the natural values in the sublittoral and to carry out an inventory on a trilateral basis.

The presentations and a summary of the workshop results are at http://www.waddensea-secretariat.org/news/sympo-
sia/mussel%202008/bluemussels.html A full report is in preparation.

Trilateral Workshop Habitats and Species

In the framework of the further development of the Wadden Sea Plan, in particular the harmonisation of national con-
servation objectives (Habitats Directive) and good ecological status (Water Framework Directive), a trilateral workshop 

on habitats and species was held �0 June 2008 at the Common 
Wadden Sea Secretariat.

The workshop, attended by civil servants from responsible minis-
tries from the Netherlands, Schleswig-Holstein and Lower-Saxony, 
particularly addressed the problem of designating mussel beds under 
the Habitat type “Reefs”. 

The participants concluded that eulittoral beds must be considered 
as part of Habitat type 1140 (intertidal banks) or must be designated 
as reefs (according to the definition of Habitat type 1170). It was 
recognised that the designation of sublittoral beds as Habitat type 

1170 or as part of 1110 (subtidal banks) provide the same room for making management decisions, for maintaining 
or achieving favourable conservation status. Additional data about distribution, size and biodiversity were considered 
urgently needed, so as to be able to finish the nomination process as committed to by the member states. The rel-
evance of trilateral action to inventory the natural values of the sublittoral was emphasised. A TMAP trilateral workshop 
is planned for autumn 2008 to discuss methodology, data needs and the planning of such an inventory.

The meeting also discussed amendments to the trilateral Ecotargets, so as to make them better compatible with the 
national conservation objectives. 

World Heritage Status and Field Missions

The UNESCO World Heritage Centre informed Germany and The Netherlands in March that the dossier of the Dutch-
German Wadden Sea nomination meets all of the technical requirements necessary for making it complete. The next 

step is the evaluation by the IUCN, the World Conservation Organi-
zation, which evaluates all the natural nominations for the World 
Heritage Centre.

The IUCN evaluation is wide-ranging and extensive and involves a 
number of steps such as the check of correctness of the information, 
review by relevant international experts and a field mission. The field 
mission is the most critical part of the evaluation. It serves several 
objectives of which in particular the evaluation of the boundaries, the 
management system and its effectiveness, the actual and potential 
threats to the property and the local support for the nomination are 
the essential aspects.

The IUCN has informed the secretariat being the focal point for the 
field mission, that it will take place in the first half of September. Two external experts will be designated for the mis-
sion and travel around the Wadden Sea for about two weeks and meet with a broad range of authorities and people. 
A joint project group has started preparing the programme for the mission. This is an extensive task. Many people and 
organizations will be involved and all aspects of the Wadden Sea must be presented to meet the aims of the mission.

The evaluation including the field mission is undoubtedly a tough one. Inscription on the World Heritage List is some-
thing very exclusive and should be confined to those sites which really are world wide outstanding. This is in the end 
the objective of the evaluation to guarantee. The field mission is thus a big test, but it is also an opportunity to show 
and profile the Wadden Sea.

http://www.waddensea-secretariat.org/news/symposia/mussel 2008/bluemussels.html
http://www.waddensea-secretariat.org/news/symposia/mussel 2008/bluemussels.html
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Memorandum of Understanding between Wadden Sea Forum and Trilateral Cooperation 

On 27 May 2008, a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between the trilateral Wadden Sea Cooperation (TWSC) 
and the Wadden Sea Forum (WSF) was signed. The MoU specifies the joint activities of TWSC and WSF, laid down 
in the WSF Action Programme, as well as the conditions for an independent WSF secretariat, which will come into op-
eration on 1 July 2008. The WSF secretariat will be jointly financed by the trilateral partners and the regional authori-

ties, represented in WSF and will be located in the CWSS office. The new 
WSF secretary will be Manfred Vollmer, who replaces Folkert de Jong who 
has coordinated the WSF work for the past 6 years.

http://www.waddensea-forum.org

Trilateral Conference on Biodiversity and Management of Dunes

The National Park Administration Lower Saxon Wadden Sea in cooperation wit the Common Wadden Sea Secretariat 
is organizing a trilateral conference on dune management on 28 August 2008. After the conferences on migratory 
birds (2006) and climate change (2007), this is the third conference focusing on topical items of research, monitoring 
and management. 

Dunes play an important role in the Wadden Sea – they build up the barrier islands and provide habitats for many spe-
cies, which makes the Wadden Sea a unique ecosystem worldwide. 
At the same time, they are also used for coastal defence and as 
recreation area. 

Dunes are vulnerable to human impacts. Areas with restricted dy-
namics or extraction of ground water require protection and manage-
ment to avoid spreading of neophytes (e.g. Rosa rugosa, Prunus 
serotina, Campylopus introflexus), decreasing of biodiversity of flora 
and fauna, degradation of species-rich dune slack communities, and 
further pressure on endangered pioneer plant communities (e.g. 
Samolo-Littorelletum, Radiolion communities).

The conference has the aim to provide insights in recent research and management projects along the Wadden Sea 
coast and to discuss with scientist and managers how challenges in dune management can be met. 

Further information, registration and download of program:

http://www.waddensea-secretariat.org/news/symposia/dunes%202008/dune-management.html

Water Framework Directive in the Wadden Sea – Management Plans under preparation 

The final HARBASINS conference took place in Rotterdam on 4 - 5 June 2008. The aim of the meeting was to present 
recommendations for downstream River Management plans around the North Sea and to discuss how to sustain the 
HARBASINS network. In total 66 participants from the United Kingdom, Belgium, the Netherlands, Ireland, Poland, 
Greece and Germany attended the conference. The audience existed of decision makers, experts, civil servants, and 
consultants working in the fields of research, management and monitoring of estuaries and coastal waters. 

The conference started with a working dinner, a world Café setting. 
Using five questions: if, why, where, what and how It was discussed 
how to keep the HARBASINS network alive. The next day the HAR-
BASINS results of the different work packages and their relevance 
for management plans were presented. Further the relevance of the 
HARBASINS project for the Marine Strategy Framework Directive 
was discussed. In the afternoon concrete examples of the present 
status of the management plans in estuaries and coastal waters and 
the different approaches were given by Belgium, the Netherlands, 
Germany and England. 

The conference was closed in joy with jazzy tones and impressions 

http://www.waddensea-forum.org 
http://www.waddensea-secretariat.org/news/symposia/dunes 2008/dune-management.html
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from the previous conferences in the background. All participants received the final HARBASINS report and all prod-
ucts of the project on a USB stick.

The 3-year project HARBASINS was co-funded by the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) Interreg IIIB 
North Sea Programme, the total budget was 3 Million Euro. Partners: Rijkswaterstaat, Center for Water Management 
(lead partner), Institute of Estuarine & Coastal Studies (Hull, UK), Research Institute for Nature and Forest (Belgium), 
Lower Saxony Water Management, Coastal Defence and Nature Conservation Agency (Germany) and the Common 
Wadden Sea Secretariat. 

Download the HARBASINS Final Report: 
 http://www.harbasins.org/fileadmin/inhoud/pdf/final_documents/HARBASINS_Final_Report.pdf

Additional reports and publications at: www.harbasins.org

TMAP Revision and Handbook

The TMAP Handbook has been developed by the Interreg IIIB HARBASINS project in 2005 
– 2008. It provides a framework for future technical adaptations and amendments of the Wadden 
Sea monitoring programme. It matches the various approaches and instruments for management, 
monitoring and assessment and combines the requirements of the EU Water Framework, Habitats 
and Birds Directives and other relevant agreements. Therefore, it also serves as example of an 
integrated coastal zone monitoring for other coastal areas. It contains: 

•	 An overview of all relevant monitoring requirements and assessment tools, 
•	 A list of monitoring parameters and parameter groups, 
•	 Monitoring methods, 
•	 Monitoring stations, 
•	 A list of responsible authorities, 
•	 A link to TMAP data exchange including spatial data (TMAP Data Manual). 

The TMAP Monitoring Handbook is an interactive system based on a relational database which allows different sur-
veys on the monitoring programme in relation to the different monitoring and reporting requirements. This allows differ-
ent overviews on the monitoring programme either from various EU Directives, OSPAR or other programmes (CMS, 
Ramsar). The TMAP Monitoring Handbook thus connects the ecosystem view with the (partly) sectoral or non-Wad-
den Sea views of the other conventions and Directives and lays the foundation of further harmonization of tools and 
approaches.

 http://www.waddensea-secretariat.org/TMAP/Monitoring.html

East Frisian Islands – hot spot of biodiversity in Germany

About 1500 plant species and 8000 animal species: this incredible high biodiversity can be found 
on the East Frisian Islands as documented by a research project carried out by over 80 experts 
during the least years and co-finances by the Lower Saxon Wadden Sea Fund. The results have 
been compiled in a 470-page handbook by Dr. Rolf Niedringhaus, Prof. Dr. Volker Haeseler und 
Prof. Dr. Peter Janiesch of the University of Oldenburg and published by the National Park Admin-
istration Lower Saxon Wadden Sea.

 http://www.uni-oldenburg.de/natosti/

Niedringhaus, R., Haeseler, V. & Janiesch, P. (Eds.), Die Flora und Fauna der Ostfriesischen 
Inseln – Artenverzeichnisse und Auswertungen zur Biodiversität, Schriftenreihe Nationalpark 
Niedersächsisches Wattenmeer Band 11, 2008 (29,90 €)

2.  Research & Monitoring

http://www.harbasins.org/fileadmin/inhoud/pdf/final_documents/HARBASINS_Final_Report.pdf
http://www.harbasins.org/
http://www.waddensea-secretariat.org/TMAP/Monitoring.html
http://www.uni-oldenburg.de/natosti/
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Danish LIFE project on the protection of the houting

A restoration project for the houting has been initiated with a total 
budget of about 13 Million Euro, co-financed by the EU LIFE pro-
gramme with 8 Million Euro. The four rivers in the houting project are 
River Varde Å, River Sneum Å, River Ribe Å and River Vidå– all situ-
ated in the south-western part of Jutland, Denmark.

The overall project objective is to restore and maintain a favourable 
conservation status for the houting in four Danish river systems. It will explore possibilities and develop recommenda-
tions for reintroduction into other parts of the houting’s previous distribution range within the EU.

The project will have a profound positive effect on all other components of the river ecosystems and will also result in 
improved access to areas of spawning habitats for other anadromous fish species, such as indigenous populations of 
Atlantic salmon, species of lamprey and the only population of weather fish/pond loach in Denmark, and it will improve 
habitat conditions for the otter.

Weirs and dams in the four river systems will be removed and riffles or meanders constructed in order to facilitate 
upstream migration. Two hydroelectric power plants and three fish farms will be decommissioned. River sections will 
be restored with gravel and stone, creating new spawning grounds, and a combination of changes to hydrology and 
construction works will create new flooded areas adjacent to the river.

The project will be implemented in broad cooperation between a number of stakeholders including local and regional 
authorities, land and fish farm owners, a regional angling society, and owners of hydrological installations.

http://www.snaebel.dk/English/

Dutch Wadden Sea Fund provides 40.5 million Euros

Nineteen projects in the Wadden Sea area will receive a total of €40.5 million Euro from the Wadden Sea Fund which 
were selected based on qualitative merit.

The aim is to initiate as many high-quality projects as possible with as extensive a scope as possible. The projects 
selected aim to achieve each of the Wadden Sea Fund’s four goals: enhancing nature and landscape, increasing flood 
protection, improving the economy, and improving energy and knowledge management. The projects are being imple-
mented throughout the entire Wadden Sea area. Half of the budget is earmarked for ten projects focusing on nature 
and landscape. A total of �06 proposals were submitted.

The next call for tender will be on 8 September to 17 October 2008. http://www2.vrom.nl/pagina.html?id=11310

International Wadden Sea School: Wadden Sea Dictionary – Update planned in 2008

First published in 2005, the “Wadden Sea Dictionary” – a concise collection of Danish, German, 
Dutch and English Wadden Sea vocabulary and the respective translations – proved to be a useful 
tool for international education and visitor information in the Wadden Sea region. Also scientists 
and members of the Trilateral Wadden Sea cooperation find the dictionary helpful for their work.

After three years of practical experience, an update of the dictionary is planned for late 2008. A 
major change will be the combination of all fields of words (i.e. general expressions, listing of spe-
cies, etc.) to one single list per language in alphabetical order. Also, an English list will be added 
with translations to German, Dutch and Danish, allowing an easy translation of any English source 

to one of the “Wadden Sea languages”. As the update offers the chance to add various vocabularies not considered 
in the first edition (available as download on www.iwss.org), any suggestions for the addition of missing words will be 
most welcome! 

Please mail to info@iwss.org until 15.9.08. Download dictionary: http://www.iwss.org/fileadmin/user_upload/pdfs/
IWSS_Wadden_Sea_Dictionary.pdf

3.  Information & Education

http://www.snaebel.dk/English/
http://www2.vrom.nl/pagina.html?id=11310
http://www.iwss.org/
mailto:info@iwss.org
http://www.iwss.org/fileadmin/user_upload/pdfs/IWSS_Wadden_Sea_Dictionary.pdf
http://www.iwss.org/fileadmin/user_upload/pdfs/IWSS_Wadden_Sea_Dictionary.pdf
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International knowledge exchange at the Common Wadden Sea Secretariat

On 22 and 2� May, a group of graduate students from Bangladesh, 
Cambodia, Philippines, Mexico, Peru, Bolivia and Columbia visited 
the Common Wadden Sea Secretariat and the Wattenmeerhaus in 
Wilhelmshaven to discuss international nature protection policies, 
shipping safety, coastal protection and coastal management. An 
excursion to the island of Spiekeroog illustrated theory and discus-
sion results. The program was part of the Marine Environmental 
and Ocean Management (MEOM) specialization, which is one of 
six areas of specialization taught at the World Maritime University 
(WMU) in Malmö Sweden. 

The WMU has formal academic partnerships with a number of uni-
versities around the world and graduates about 110 students at Malmö and another 100 at the Dalian and Shanghai 
Maritime Universities each year. Graduate Students from developing nations around the world attend and graduates 
receive a MSc in Maritime Affairs after 9 or 17 months of study, involving four semesters with the last two focussing 
upon their particular specialization. The MEOM specialization focuses on oceans and environment, marine environ-
mental administration, and law and policy in the marine environment. http://www.wmu.se/

Danish Wadden Sea Festival

The Wadden Sea Festival “Spring Tide” is thought to be a reoccurring cultural 
festival, which is intended to strengthen, develop and call attention to the very 
special cultural heritage, nature and identity of the Wadden Sea. The inter-
pretation of the magnificent values in the area will be expressed through the 
innovative contemporary art in an interaction with nature and cultural history 
of the Wadden Sea. 

The Wadden Sea Festival is one of the highlights marking the regional cultur-
al agreement between Tønder, Esbjerg, Fanø and Varde municipalities and 
the Ministry of Culture. The goal of the cooperation called “The cultural Wad-
den Sea region” is to make the unique cultural values of Wadden Sea area 
noticeable and develop the awareness of the common identity and culture. 

http://www.vadehavsfestival.dk/

East Frisian Flora and Fauna

Niedringhaus, R., Haeseler, V. & Janiesch, P. (Eds.), Die Flora und Fauna der Ostfriesischen Inseln – Artenverzeich-
nisse und Auswertungen zur Biodiversität, Schriftenreihe Nationalpark Niedersächsisches Wattenmeer Band ��, 2008 
(29,90 €)

http://www.uni-oldenburg.de/natosti/

Anmeldung des deutsch-niederländischen Wattenmeeres als Weltnaturerbe

The “Nomination of the Dutch-German Wadden Sea as World Heritage Site” was published as Wadden Sea Eco-
system No. 24 (see CWSS Newsletter 2008 – No. 1). The publication is now also available as German version. The 
publications can be requested from the CWSS. 

4.  New Publications

http://www.wmu.se/
http://www.vadehavsfestival.dk/
http://www.uni-oldenburg.de/natosti/
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Trilateral Data Handling Group (TDG) 
� September 2008, Hamburg, Germany

Trilateral Monitoring and Assessment Group (TMAG) 
�0 - �� September 2008, Hamburg, Germany

Coastal Protection and Sea Level rise (CPSL) 
2� - 2� September 2008, Mandø, Denmark

Joint Monitoring Groups of Breeding and Migratory Birds (JMBB, JMMB) 
18 – 19 November 2008, Hamburg, Germany

Trilateral Working Group (TWG) 
�� – �2 December 2008, Wilhelmshaven, Germany

A complete overview is at: 

http://www.waddensea-secretariat.org/trilat/meetings/meetings.html

Meetings of the Wadden Sea Forum (WSF) are at: 

http://www.waddensea-forum.org/WSFnewCalendar.htm

Only new events are listed. A complete list of upcoming events is at:  
http://www.waddensea-secretariat.org/news/events/otherconf.html

28 August 2008, Wilhelmshaven, Germany 
Dune Management in the Wadden Sea 
National Park Lower Saxony in cooperation with CWSS

8 - 9 October 2008, Hamburg, Germany 
Geoinformationen für die Küstenzone 
2nd Symposium at the HafenCity Universität Hamburg 
http://www.gis-kueste.de/2008/syinfo08.html

7 - 9 November 2008, Cuxhaven, Germany 
7. Deutsches See- und Küstenvogelkolloquium 

5. Trilateral Meetings

6.  Symposia & Workshops
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